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svn  

 
QUICK 

REFERENCE 
 

 

SVN BASIS 

svn <command> [arguments] 

A good reference is he online book from Ben 
Collins-Sussman, Brian W. Fitzpatrick and C. 
Michael Pilato : 

http://svnbook.red-bean.com/  

  

commands with respective Arguments are: 

  

GETTING HELP 

help Get list of subcommands 

help subcomando Get help on 
subcommand 

 

WORKING COPIES 

checkout URL dest Create a new 
working directory 
dest as a copy of 
URL 

update  Merge repository 
changes 

commit –m “xx”  Check local changes 
into the repository 
using message “xx” as 
log 

commit –F file Check local changes 
into the repository 
using the file contents 
as log 

add source Add files, directories, or 
symbolic links indicated 
source 

rm source Remove Add files, directories, 
or symbolic links indicated 
source 

import URL Recursively commit to URL 

 

WORKING COPY MAINTENANCE 

status Recursively show local changes 

status –v Show verbose changes 
information 

status -u Show out-of-dateness 
information from repository 

info Show traced information 

blame URL Show author and revision 
information 

cat URL Output the contents of the 
specified files or URLs. 

ls URL List directory entries in the 
repository. 

status Print the status of working copy 
files and directories 

revert Undo all local edits 

resolve Resolve conflicts on working 
copy files or directories 

cleanup Unlock and resume unfinished 
operations 

export source path Export a clean 
directory tree 

 

METADATA  

proplist List all properties 

proplist -v Verbose properties information 

propget name Print the value of property 
name on files, directories, 
or revisions 

propset name val Set property name to 
val 

propdel name Remove property name 

propedit name Edit one or more 
properties using your 
favorite editor 

 

EXAMINING HISTORY 

diff Display the differences between 
lest revision and local path 

diff –r N:M Display the differences 
between revision N and local 

path or between N and M 

log Display commit log messages 

log –r N[:M] Display commit log 
messages from revision N or 
from N till M 

 

BRANCHES AND TAGS 

cp src dst Copy one or more files in a 
working copy or in the 
repository. 

mv src dst This command moves files or 
directories in your working 
copy or in the repository 

switch URL Update working copy to a 
different URL 

merge s1 s2 path Apply the differences 
between two sources 
to a working copy path 

mkdir dir Create a new directory under 
version control 

 

FILE STATUS FLAGS 

Printed by update, switch and merge 

U  (U)pdated to repository version 

G Local changes were mer(G)ed with 
repository changes 

C Local changes (C)onflicted with 
repository changes 

D (D)eleted from working copy 

A (A)dded to working copy 
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SVN ADMINISTRATION 

svnadmin <command> [arguments] 

 

REPOSITORY MAINTENANCE 

create path Create a new, empty 
repository at the path 
provided (Berkeley DB) 

verify path Verify the integrity of a 
repository 

recover path Run this command if you 
get an error indicating that 
the repository needs to be 
recovered. 

hotcopy from dest Make a hot copy of a 
repository. from to 
dest. 

dump path Dump the contents of 
filesystem to stdout. Used 
with load to migrate a 
repository. 

load path Read a “dumpfile”-formatted 
stream from stdin, 
committing new revisions 
into the repository's 
filesystem 

  

SVN LOOKING INSIDE 

svnlook <command> [arguments] 

 

CONSULTING REPOSITORY 

tree path Print the tree 

info path Print the author, datestamp, 
log message size, and log 
message 

youngest path Print the youngest 
revision number 

  

 

 

EXAMPLES 

Migrating Repository Data Elsewhere 

$ svnadmin create newrepos 

$ svnadmin dump oldrepos | svnadmin load 
newrepos 

 

Repository Backup 

$ svnadmin hotcopy /var/svn/repos 
/var/svn/repos-backup 

Planning Your Repository Organization 

utils/ 

      calc/ 

         trunk/ 

         tags/ 

         branches/ 

$ svnadmin create /var/svn/utils 

$ svn checkout /var/svn/utils /home/utils 

$ cd /home/utils 

$ svn mkdir calc 

$ svn mkdir calc/trunk 

$ svn mkdir calc/tags 

$ svn mkdir calc/branches 

$ svn commit -m “utils repository” 

 

Removing Repositories 

Use tools provided by your operating 
system:  

[Linux] $ rm –rf path 

[Windows]> rmdir /s /q path 

 

PERSÖNLICHE ERGÄNZUNGEN 
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